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his Spartan Stadium aree resident is one of many who is disgruntled over the garbage left on their
treets by stadium patrons. One Spartan City resident described the trash left by recent concert
sow s as "knee deep."

Stadium ’mess’ angers some
St( SC thugs
Throngs of rock music fans
waiting to get into the Blue Oyster
( It concert at Spartan Stadium
gust 19 left behind trails of gar1 ige, enraging local residents and
i sewing the controversy over the
re ,dium’s proposed expansion.
The clean-up effort by the city
and university-contracted workers
r sts approximately $1,200, although
i s still not known who will pay the
1 ,I. Robert Esosanku, SJSU plant
erations director, said he will
ward the city’s $389.48 bill and the
versity’s $800 bill to Spartan
andation, the campus athletic
Ilt
idraising body that contracted the
fsicert with promoter Bill Graham
id radio station KSJO.
"It’s safe to say that the
’versay will not be billed," said
is Kaye, president of Spartan
undation. Raye could not consnt on who was responsible for the
an-up under the concert contract
ce the foundation’s negotiator,
Ps’
Its Horikawa, was on vacation
t I could not be reached.
... Witnesses said the concert-goers
n’ ..rnped out overnight and then
nt’ aited in line for hours to get into
.1 e single entrance to the concert.
Su ly one garbage can was provided
the thousands who showed up
ren
Put
rly, and piles of cans, bottles and
pr,,. der were left along the roadsides
IE.
r.,
111

1

1:lit’i th2
40dtollowing day.
A resident of nearby Spartan
City said the trash was "knee-deep"
and far worse than any other mess
left after a show.
One of the first to complain was
Nick Carter, 59, of 1199S. Ninth St., a
long-time foe of Spartan Stadium
expansion.
"What I expect, and what I
demand, is for the university to be a
good neighbor," Carter said. "I
think that the university has been a
lousy neighbor."
Carter’s major complaints were
with the trash left behind, the noise,
amplified music from the concert
and parking problems. Carter said
the grass lots used for parking only
have one exit and the exhaust from
idling cars waiting to get out of the
lot pollutes the air in the neighborhood.
San Jose City Councilman Tom
McEnery, who called the situation a
"big mess," spoke with the residents
and said SJSU should accept the
ultimate responsibility for the
cleanup.
"It seems kind of unreasonable
to ask the promoter to clean up the
outside of the stadium," McEnery
said, adding that he wasn’t sure if
the Graham organization would be
held responsible under the contract.
McEnery said he hoped there would

be agreement; between the
SJSU and the promoter written into
future contracts for stadium events
to avoid future problems.
Stadium neighborhood resident
Andrew Figone of 1198 S. Sixth St.
demonstrated his disgust with city
officials by gathering up the garbage left around his yard and
dumping it on the statue of
Columbus at City Hall. Figone said
he had complained to Mayor Janet
Gray Hayes, but received no reply,
continued on page 8

by Mark Marymee
Due to a resolution passed by the
State University and Colleges Board
of Trustees last May, the cost of
campus parking will rise from 25
cents to 50 cents for the Ninth Street
and Seventh Street garages and
semester permits will go up from $15
to $18.
The new rates will go into effect
this Sunday, according to Officer
Gary Bertelsen, interim traffic
management super visor.
While daily fees for the campus
garages will increase 100 percent,
the daily rate for parking on the dirt
lots between Third and Fourth
streets, which are owned by the
American Building and Maintenance Company, will remain at 25
cents until improvements can be
made on the properly, according to
Don Timlin, ABM operations
manager.
Michael R. Peevey, chairman of
the board’s Campus Planning.
Buildings and Grounds Committee,
which approved the increase, said
the increase was !ong overdue.
Peevey cited a need for more
parking facilities at the 19 state
universities and colleges, and rising
costs in building new parking
garages throughout the system, as
reasons for the increase at SJSU.
Inflation was also a factor in
boosting parking fees, according to
Bob Haller. Seventh Street garage
supervisor.
"For 17 years parking has been
a guru ler," Haller sard ’Inflation
beat us to death."

Rising costs aren’t the only
problems to face beleaguered
commuters as the semester begins.
"There are going to be
tremendous traffic jams," Bertelsen
said, citing the problem of too many
cars vying for too few parking
spaces.
One problem he emphasized was
that of drivers habitually flocking to
the Seventh Street garage directly
upon exiting Highway 280. Compounding this problem is the
practice of paying as commuters
enter that garage.
"That’s where you get the backup," Bertelsen said. "People just

can’t get in the stalls fast enough."
He suggests some students use the
Ninth Street garage to ease some of
the expected congestion.
Bertelsen also recommended
that commuters budget the:r time
wisely during the first few weeks by
getting an early start in the parking
race. Peak commute hours at SJSU
are from 8:30 to 11 a.m., he said.
"Get here before breakfast,"
Willer suggested to students who
plan on finding spaces throughout
the semester. "There’s no way
people can beat the rush."

Been wond ering why
you’re here today?
The bureaucratic squeeze is the
culprit causing classes to begin on
Friday this semester bringing some
inconvenience and a lot of puzzlement to SJSU students. Many
wonder why vacations and jobs must
cad early in order to return to school
one day before the Labor Day

Daily’s dates
The next issues of the
Spartan Daily will appear
Wednesday, Sept. 5 and Friday
Sept 7, with daily publication
beginning Monday, Sept. 10.

holiday.
According to John Foote, dean
of academic planning, classes are
starting today due to the lateness of
the add/drop period. He said instructors need roll sheets at least a
day before classes begin and the
usual Thursday starting day would
not allow enough time.
"Starting after Labor Day is a
problem because we’re trying to
jam stuff in before Christmas,"
Foote said.
In order to meet state
requirements, the faculty must
account for a minimum of 170
working days. Foote added. He also
indicated the state requires "an
acceptable number of instruction
days."

Fullerton outlines goals
by Erin A. Hallissy
The recruitment of minority
students, another parking garage
and the construction of the solar
library were among the subjects
discussed by SJSU President Gail
Fullerton in a welcoming speech to
faculty, staff and administrators
yesterday.
the
*Fullerton
announced
creation of a new position, student
affirmative action coordinator, to
integrate outreach efforts in high
schools in the area. Alfred Lara will
fill that position.
Because of a decline in the
population of college-age students,

’We have to cherish
every student that enrolls’
intensive recruitment is necessary
to keep the enrollment of the
university from falling and the
budget from being cut, Fullerton
said.
Last semester a new program.
Project Prep, headed by Lora.
reached 1,009 students in five high
schools in the area, all with substantial minority populations,

Fullerton said.
The objective of the recruitment
effort is to instill the goal of a college
edocation in the students and to
show them it is a "worthwhile investment of time and money," she
said.
Along with recruitment, one of
Fullerton’s major goals this year is
the retention of students.

Too many students decide to
quit college, Fullerton said, citing
statistics that 25 to 30 percent of
freshmen don’t return as
sophomores. while another 20
percent of students drop out after
their sophomore year.
-We have to cherish every
student that enrolls," Fullerton said.
"There has to be a more supportive
environment for students."
Fullerton stressed she wasn’t
a dvotati ng lowering academic
standards to keep more students
enrolled, but instead suggested that
faculty concern themselves more
continued on page 8

impact

)rofessor reassigned amid controversy

Stephen Cohodas and Don Vetter
The status of SJSU Associate Professor of Philosophy
illip Jacklin is in doubt after he was relieved of
’chine duties for the fall semester.
lacklin’s reassignment is pending a faculty hearing
mming from a complaint submitted by five coeds in
ry that he subjected them to "inappropriate and unnted physical and/or verbal attention."
Jacklin is officially charged with "unprofessional
uluct" and will go before a faculty disciplinary action
a rd sometime this fall.
Academic Vice President Hubert Burns said charges
"unprofessional conduct" have been filed following a
nsultation between himself and SJSU President Gail
! ullerton.
"The presiCent decided it would be better for the
dents, the department and the university if Professor
.1e. Alin had other academic duties this semester while the
’
r ciplinary action is pending before the faculty panel,"
li said.
Burns said he believed the administration’s decision
reassign Jacklin will have "no effect" on the
,.. i
3 !t ciplinary hearing procedures.
Fullerton and Robert Sasseen, dean of faculty, were
1
vailable for comment.
In a recent interview, Jacklin said he knows of several

similar eases involving other SJSU professors, but will not
mention any names during any hearing.
"I respect other people," Jacklin said. He added his
attorney said naming others could be an important
defense.
After an investigation in early June by Lucius
Eastman, chairman of the Department of Philosophy and
Sasseen, a request for Jacklin’s resignation was made.
This resulted in the demand for a public hearing by
Jacklin. Sasseen agreed to the hearing Wednesday.
In an article published by the Spartan Daily Summertimes. Jacklin said he would seek a public hearing on
the charges to show that similar student -faculty
relationships are common and SJSU’s policy on them is
unclear.
Jacklin said yesterday he is being reassigned by
Eastman to another academic’ position within the
Philcsophy Department. He expects to conduct research
on academic curriculum with no change in his pay status.
"I was surprised," Jacklin said. "I feel the university
is prejudicing my trial."
During an interview Jacklin said SJSU is -absolutely" singling him out for the interactions between
himself and several women students.
-I was completely honest, completely respectful.

There was no wrestling, no use of force. I’m amazed these
women are willing to do this to me," he said.
According to the complaint, four of the five incidents
involved "heavy" physical contact. Three of these
students were enrolled in his class at the time.
The complaint included detailed descriptions of each
woman’s encounter with Jacklin, however they were not
available for publication.
The other complaint came from a student of Jack lin’s
involiied in "verbal sexual suggestions" by telephone with
the professor.
The letter submitted to Eastman said all but one of the
incidents occurred in the context of what the students
believed to be strictly academic meetings.
"Because of the authority inherent in the teacher’
student relationship, we reacted out of fear, confusion and
guilt." the women wrote in the complaint. "Quite
naturally, we feared for our grades, the kind of treatment
we would receive in class and future confrontations of the
same nature."
The complaint stated most of the women stopped
going to class because they felt uncomfortable seeing
Jacklin.
"The women elected to go public through the press
and I had to defend myself," Jacklin said.
continued on page 8
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editorial

-11ate tiNelfst
week of school -

A time for beginning
Fall 1979 is a time for beginnings and a
time for endings. For students, the fall
semester marks the start of the academic
year, the end of summer, a time to begin
learning, growing and changing. This fall also
marks the end of the ’70s.
In the coming issues, thely will keep
the campus community informed on breaking
news events, sports, entertainment and
personality profiles. In addition, our newlyformed investigative team will be bringing
you more in-depth coverage of issues which
relate to the campus, the community and

ever where

students in general.
The Daily has also updated its physical
appearance to a more contemporary style. Wt.
believe these changes will aid readability of
the paper, while improving its appearance.
This semester, we hope to focus on issues
relevant to students and welcome feedback, in
the form of letters to the editor, in an effort to
encompass as many diverse views as possible.
The Daily would also like to extend a
warm welcome to students new to SJSU, as
well as to those returning.

t 10(e
cows in a herd.
L2t’s go get
some beer.

REGISTRATION

The dorm hassle

moo- o- i

Problems moving in...
by Erin A. Hallissy
Associate Editor
1 just went through a harrowing
experience moving into a dorm.
It seems, at first, this should be
one of the easiest parts of starting a
new semester much less difficult
than getting through aod/drop with
all the classes you wanted or surviving the lines in the bookstore.
But first appearances can be
deceptive.
The problems start when trying
to find a parking space in the dorm
loading zone. Even if you come
hours before the dorms open, the
spaces are already taken. And if you
are lucky enough to get a space.
you’ll probably find later that
someone in desperation doubleparked next to you and you’re
stranded until they decide to leave.
Then there are the problems
with room assignments. Many
returning students find out the
rooms they had signed up for had
gone to someone else.
I got the room I wanted, but
found out the key they gave me
didn’t fit the lock. It seems they had
changed the lock during the summer

,ind neglected to replace the keys.
Until they got the right keys for
the room. I had to have the resident
adviser let me in and out of the room
with the master key. Needless to
say, it was a bit inconvenient.
Then there’s the trouble of
having to move in boxes filled with
stereo equipment, clothes and books
by yourself. It’s bad enough when
you’re parked three blocks away,
but if you happen to live on the 12th
floor of West, it’s even worse.
There is a small advantage
here, however. At least you’ll get
your money’s worth from the fees
you paid for the Health Center as
they treat you for a strained back.
Once you’ve moved your things
in you would think your troubles
would be over. But they’ve only just
begun.
There’s always the problem of
getting a new roommate. Even
though you fill out cards listing your
likes and dislikes, you may find
yourself with a roommate whose
favorite musician is Lawrence Welk
and who has a pet iguana.

You also find that although you
are supposed to move in by Tuesday
or they will cancel your spot in the’
dorms, they don’t serve meals Intil
Friday morning. Meanwhile, you’re
stuck with patronizing the local
MacDonald’s or surviving on candy
bars and cokes for a few days.
Ah, yes. dorm life is never
without a dull moment, at least
during moving-in week. With excitement like this, it’s a wonder so
many people opt for the relatively
uneventful life of apartment
dwelling.

...and moving out
by Carla Baker
city F:diter
The deadline for dorm students
to evacuate or move from dorms
should be extended an extra day
after finals.
For a majority of students,
finals is a time of much stress and
tension, not to mention pressure.
Add to this the frustration of trying
to organize the ’big move home’ and
you’ve got the situation last
semester’s 1,760 dorm students went
through.
Moving out can be 100 times
more frustrating than trying to find
a short gas line the day before Labor
Day weekend and as agonizing as
taking the family dog to the pound to
be put to sleep.
Imagine boxes of stereo
and
clothing
equipment,
miscellaneous articles stacked in a
corner of a dorm room, with books
and papers on the floor, desk and
bed. This is the way most dorm
students live in their last week of the

Between the hours of studying
for finals, working and doing term
papers, students are expected to
organize and be moved out by 7 p.m.
the last day of finals.
After studying late on Thursday
evening for a Friday morning final.
who wants to pack and be rushed
out? What about graduation? Many
students could not see friends
graduate or participate in the
ceremony last semester because
they had to move. But. I guess
graduation isn’t important, it’s just
the reason many of us are here.
Those who were lucky enough to
be in the ceremony had to rush back
to the dorms, where parents had to
help move their belongings into the
car.
What about those students who
lit e in southern California and have
to drive seven or eight hours home?
After studying for a final, then
packing, they have to drive a long
distance or make arrangements to
setneeTeC.
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Then you have to go through the
hassles of getting a mealbook. This
semester, they seemed to run out of
books an hour after they started
handing them out, and your guess as
to when they would get new ones was
as good as anybody’s.
And then there are those terrible
mug shots they put on the
mealbooks, designed to make you
look as ugly as possible. They have
the uncanny knack of bringing out
all your worst features while
camouflaging your good ones.

stay the night at a friend’s house to
get some sleep before making the
journey. Students who can’t afford
to stay in a motel must drive when
tired not the best driving conditions for anyone.
The question is: why can’t the
housing office extend the deadline
for moving? One reason given by a
resident dorm adviser is the housing
office wants to discourage students
from throwing parties which may
cause someone to get hurt or lead to
the destruction of dorm facilities.
This is an understandable concern.*
However, many students whose
finals end early in the week are
packed up and gone by Friday. Most
students want to leave as soon as
possible. The students who need the
extra day are those who have a final
on Friday.
If student housing is supposed to
benefit students, some changes need
to be made in the deadlines for
moving. Hopefully, this will be done
before the end of the year.

Irtor 61141

Add/drop registration: Used
correctly it’s the best metho
by Danny Edwards
Forum Leiter

After hearing the cries of
frustration from fellow students who
have journeyed through the obstacle
course of add/drop registration, I
was apprehensive as to just how
effective the method of
straightening out a class schedule
was.
After going through the
procedure Monday and successfully
dropping two classes and adding
two. I can only praise the system for
its organiza,ron and helpful workers.
Sure, the women’s gym was
crowded as students rushed from
one department to another, and
upstairs, where students were adding and dropping business classes,
the room was packed as one line of
people ran into another causing a
jumble of confusion.
But by reading the add/drop
instructions received well in advance of registration and following
the correct procedure, add/drop
works as well as can be expected.
Of course, when dealing with so
many students at once, there are
going to be problems and misunderstandings,
but
add/drop
registration is well-coordinated and
somothly run, limiting mistakes to a
minimum.
The system’s main plus was the

workers who directed students from
Spartan Gym, where the line began,
to the women’s gym, then down the
exit hall where completed forms
were turned in. The workers,
stationed at various spots from
beginning to end, informed students
beforehand what channels they had
to go through in order to speed up the
process. With their help, students
could be doubly sure of filing a
mistake-free schedule.
Also, large charts hung behind
each department’s table clearly
stating which sections of certain
classes were still open or closed, and
instructors took special care to
provide students with complete
information concerning courses that
were still available. Workers sat at
information tables and handled any
student questions put to them.
The only time a student was on

his or her own was in the women’s
gym or upstairs where finding the
correct department for adding or
dropping a class had to be d
alone. But as college students,
shouldn’t have posed too much of
problem.
Some students may curse
system because they didn’t get the
classes they wanted or were,
scheduled in time periods which
weren’t convenient for them. This is
hardly the fault of the method
though, as it is clearly a first-come,
first-serve system.
And if some students have an
advantage because they get in
before others, remember, the line
has lobe drawn some where.
Think
what
add/drop
registration would be like if a6
students were allowed in at the sa
time.
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Band, new director
II playing in harmony

The old walk-through sit-down

by Leslie R. Erickson
The controversial
appointment
of
Carl
Chevellard
to the direc47z
torship of the SJSU marching band last spring is no
longer a bone of contention
between band members
and the Music Department
staff, according to the
various band leaders involved.
Chevellard was the
Chevellard himself
unanimous choice of the hasn’t felt any negative
selection committee over attitude directed at him
then director Bill Nieolosi from band members,
and three other finalists for although he did admit to
the position. Nicolosi’s being upset when his apdeparture excited an pointment sparked the
emotional reaction by band controversy.
members; drum major
"I’m a musician, a
Rick Wilson estimated that sensitive soul," Chevellard
85 to 90 percent of the said. "It was upsetting."
band’s members would not
Chevellard conducted
return this fall.
auditions for the marching
Scott
Pierson, band this week while
assistant marching band Pierson worked on the field
director, said Wednesday with band members
he knew of only four people already accepted.
who aren’t returning
Chevellard believed his
because of Chevellard’s first rehearsal with the
appointment.
Wilson band on Monday was a
agreed with the number.
positive experience. He
photo by Paul Chou;
Wilson, Pierson, said he is happy to be with
Although Walk-Thiough Registration has been space on the floor to juggle classes. Tom Serpa,
Robert Cowden, Music a department that is a
Department chairman, and "going and getting one."
streamlined in recent years, nothing can eliminate above, wrestles with his schedule while 3 -year
percussion coordinator Bob
"We hired an outthe anxiety which comes from frantic, last-minute old Karen Serpa looks on.
Kalkofen are all happy standing, energetic young
schedule changes, prompting many to pull up a
with Chevellard’s abilities band director," Cowden
in music on and off the said. "Everything looks
field. Each man’s first good."
Pierson traveled to
comment about the new
in
June
director was that he is a Michigan
Chevellard comes from
"fine musician."
Michigan
State) to talk
"I don’t feel any antiDon’t count on getting
Meanwhile, the plant
will suffer, emergency the new facility will have
sentiment with the new director. He
He noted that the (’hevellard
separate workshop areas
to class on time by campus operations crews are repairs receive priority.
facility will be safer for around the band mem- had nothing but good things
clocks for a while.
relocated around campus
"We’ve tried to keep up for each of the crews and
bers," said Rick Vosper, to say about the 29-year-old
SJSU Plant Operations in the Old Science Building our response time in will have a better equip- students, since it will be out band manager. "There’s a instructor.
of the mainstream of
accessible
and
ment
layout
is running a little behind basement, McQuarrie Hall,
emergencies, like smoking
positive attitude."
He felt confident that
campus traffic.
this fall.
Duncan Hall and the old ballasts"
electrical space.
About 300
Plant women’s gym.
lighting systems).
Operations
employees
John
Montgomery,
The most difficult
were displaced this director of institutional
problem, Emigh said, was
summer because con- research, said there have
finding storage space for
struction of the new library been no major problems all the operations equipis on part of the Plant with the temporary ment.
Operations Building site.
SPARTAN BAKERY
relocation.
Even when the move is
Completion of a new $1
Most supplies and made to the new cormillion corporation yard, equipment are being stored poration yard, .00 little
OPEN 7-5 FRI. 7-3:30
scheduled for September. in previously unused space will plague Plant
DKEN
has slipped into November storage space, and the Operations directors
or December, leaving the Plant Operations adNot only will the new
DEtiCiOUS PASTRIES
20% OFF ALL SERVICES
operations
employees ministrative staff have facility being built south of
scattered around the relocated to the second San Fernando and between
10% OFF ALL RETAIL PRODUCTS
Old Fashiofe
campus until then.
with this ad
floor lounge area of the Ninth and 10th be 3,000
Richard
Emigh, Engineering
Building, square feet less than the
Quality service and savings. too
Cliocclart Chip
associate director of Plant without
displacing old building, but it will
No extra charge for shampoos
Cookies
Operations, said valuable engineering staff faculty.
have no storage area.
workforce time has been
Coordinating
the
Robert Bosanko, plant
We specialize in the natural looXs and guarantee 11111%
lost in the shuffle, so ad- scattered plant operations operations director, said
satisfaction Of .10 charge and no questions
SCLIMpTIOUS
justing campus clocks to has been difficult. Emigh this summer there are
the proper times will said, but staff problems plans to "squeeze" $15,000
-Moues, is tight. so ire do a right
BROWNIES
receive low priority.
were minimal. Slipping more out of the plant
He said there will be behind in the maintenance operations budget to build
35 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
little improving, upgrading schedule has been one of a storage warehouse on the
or modifying of campus the biggest problems, he old boiler plant site on
SAN JOSE
294-8985
facilities before the staff said.
Ninth and 10th streets.
block from campus
and crew are settled in the
He said that although
Bosanko said that
new corporation yard.
preventive maintenance despite the space shortage,

Chevellard’s
appointment
no longer
cause for
band discord

Workers lost in the shuffle
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"The number that are
out here now is based on
the strength of the instructors here," Wilson
said.
When auditions are
completed Pierson hopes
that a complement of 80
brass players and 30
percussionists will compose the marching band.
The Spartan Spectrums, a
16-member dance team,
and a flag guard of 24 will
provide more color to the
half-time shows.
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Chevellard was willing to
work with the "innovative
SJSU band, and that lie
isn’t attempting to impose
"conservative" Big 10
balid styles on the band
here.
"He comes from a
system that isn’t like
ours)," Pierson said. "We
du things here differently
than anybody else does."
Chevellard appreciates
the differences and is in no
way eager to impose out-ofdate
marching
and
musicianship techniques.
"I wanted to get to a
place where I could grow,"
he said.
Wilson is enthusiastic
about Chevellard’s abilities
and is confident that the
marching band will
become only better.
"It’s nice to have
someone in there plugging
for you," said Wilson of
Chevellard. "He has one of
the finest conducting
techniques in the area," he
said. "I can’t complain
about it at all.
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THE SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
MARCHING BAND

BIG
BOLD
AND BRASSY
IS LOOKING FOR TALENTED MUSICIANS
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The San Jose State University Marching Band is again preparing for its
return to the football field this fall, featuring a powerful ALL BRASS
and PERCUSSION band.
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Slithering reptiles to go are no short order
by Debbie Hunsinger
Anne Ritchison may
not have animals coining
out her ears but she has
them crawling up her arms
and sitting on her
shoulders.
In the Old Science
Building basement, along a
windy corridor. Ritchison
supervises animals -caged, pickled and stuffed.
- which line walls and
tables, waiting for someone
to pay them some attention.
As technician in charge
of the Science Education
Resource Center, Ritchison
sees the animals get the
attention she thinks they
deserve.
" You can’t teach
science unless you have
actual things to work with,
see and study," she said.
seemingly
The
unlimited collection of
snakes, tarantulas, turtles.
rats, mice, salamanders,
lizards, toads, frogs, a
screec!, owl and many
more is available for use to
every I.:JSU student.
The original purpose of
the center was to offer the
animals to science students
for use in projects. That
was expanded but the
center still is designed
particularly for student
teachers required to do
field work in regular
classroom situations or
persons giving presentations where the presence

English and
culture taught
to newcomers
i’roblems encountered
M foreign students enoig &1St: go further than
just trying to overcome the
language barrier.
Even though most have
a basic understanding of
English. many do not know
the culture surrounding the
language.
This year like last.
courses will be offered
English
the
through
Department to help the
student
comprehend
reading and composition
skills at a slower pace, as
well as the individual attention needed by the
foreign student to adjust to
the slang, jargon and
overall lifestyle they are
entering.
general
Other
education requirements
can be satisfied by taking
similar special classes.
Huth Roach of the
SJSU English Department
said that individual and
small group help are badly
needed, as is the friendship
of native English speakers.
Anyone interested in
tutoring may call Roach at
277-2619. Credit a one, two
and three units are usually
given for the time volunteered.
Roach suggests that
prospective tutors have
9!:30-10: 45 on Thursday’s
free. That is when they will
have small groups in class.
To apply they should
also have completed either
’lie college year of foreign
language or have taken a
-purse in teaching of
reading or have experience
in the tutoring of readmv

AMIEL0

of animals would stimulate
interest.
is also
The (Tilt
popular witn students
involved in the SHARE
program. Tutors often
bring their wards in for
tours of the center’s two
laboratories; many other
San Jose schools schedule
annual Lild trips to the
center.
"Anyone is free to
come in and browse
around," Ritchison said.
’It’s a nice place to come
visit," she said, adding that
a lot of children whose first
visit was as part of a school
field trip repeatedly return
on their own.
Ritchison beams with
pride when she goes down
the list of other items the
center has to offer in addition to live animals.
Books, film strips,
aquariums, maps, rattlesnake skin and fangs,
shark teeth, starfish,
coyote and bobcat pelts.
dioosaur models, a chart of
the Moon, records and
record player. incubators
and binoculars are just a
few.
One of the most
popular is a human
skeleton named I.eonard.
"I think every child in
Santa Clara County knows
A..onard. He’s been around
for 15 years," she 550(1.
All items may be
checked out free, a service
of the Natural Science
Department. Most live
animals can stay out only
three days. Some are for
only one day. Other items
may be checked out longer
depending on the project
The only charge is to
overdue items but there r.
.’no excuses or exceptions’.
for live items being

1
46
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Anne Ritchison of the Science Education Resource Center holds, or is being held by. Farusha, a ruby tailed boa constrictor which is approximately eight feet long. Farusha and other furry and scaley
creatures inhabit the basement of the Old Science Building waiting to perform their functions as
demonstrative classroom tools.
it- said.
In the friendly atnosphere of the center,
lost animals are named
and she said they try to find

1
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MEN’S AND WOMEN’S
INTERCOLLEGIATE BOWLING TEAMS

830 53C
Mon Sam

365 San Antonio Rd
Mtn View, Ca 941-3600

Store also Open Weeknights Id 9 21, Sun
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to 5
Tryouts for the 1979-80 teams will be
held on Thursday. September 7. at 5 p.m. (if necessary)
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Persons wishing to try -out for this year’s
teams should sign-up at the desk or contact
Terry Gregory. Manager and Women’s Coach.
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owl, is probably happier in
the center than when he
was found along the
roadside zeing picked at by
other birds.

In planning your future bowling career
consider the

nrot

VF

teeny contented with his
glass cage life for another
school year where he is fed
his weekly mouse or rat.
And Orlie, the screech

ATTENTION COLLEGIATE BOWLERS!

What is it?
a

unusual names befitting
the animals.
Meanwhile,
Julius
Squeezer, a 5-1/2 foot boa
constrictor, seems per-

FOR THE FINEI IN

San Jost’

GRACE
BAPTIST
CHURCH

are tame before letting
them be checked out.
Students are given specific
instructions on what can be
done with the animals.
Students, even those in
science areas, are often
naive about handling
annuals, she said.
"A lot of students are
petrified to take one out but
they have to do it for a
lesson or something," she
said.
"We work with them
and a lot of students tell me
the best lesson they had
was working with the
animals and forming attachments with living
things," she said.
Although the cages are
kept securely locked most
of the time, occasionally an
animal will escape. One
tarantula has been running
around the lab for the past
two months but Ritchison’s
biggest worry is that it
might be in danger if ii
crawled in back of the
refrigerator.
laughed
Ritchison
when she said she is
1111 stifled at how the moles
get lull of their cages so
often but it doesn’t really
worry her. The just crawl
into a corner if the
and she has learned to keep
a box of dirt and some
water ready for them if
they get out liming a
weekend when no 1111e is
there to take care of them.

overdue, according to
center rules.
All the items get
used." Ritchistai said. "But
the snakes are more
popular because students
will take them just to give
the child the experience of
holding ohe."
Although Ritchison’s
official title is technician,
"I like to think of myself as
a resource person," she
said. "I have these
resources and I try to get
students to use the
resources."
Most of the animals are
donated to the center by
people who no longer want
them as pets. Sonic are
bred and raised in the
center but most of these
are rats and mice used as
food for the snakes.
Ritchison has three
student aides who help her
with care and feeding of the
animals and running the
center. Aides are paid and
can often earn academic
credit also.
week
apEach
proximately 15G students
march down the basement
stairs to the. center’s door
for information] and
materials. That’s down
slightly from what it used
to be because fewer people
are becoming teachers, she
said.
Hitch:ion and her aides
work chisel) with all the
animals to make sure they
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LEVITATION’S OPEN MI_
TONIGHT
STUDENT
SAT & SUN.
DOLLAR SALE
TIL 6
40.
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BUY ONE
the
SECOND
is..
ONE DOLLAR
LEVI SHIRTS
IADY WRANGLER JEANS
LEVI BELTS
CRUSHED CORDS
BRUSHED DENIM
Mix & Match from a wide assortment.
Pay the higher of the two chosen.

STUDENTS WITH I.D. RECEIVE 5% DISCOUNT

5th and SANTA CLARA US.
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The cost of yesterday

1

events
Capitida Reach - The 26th
Annual Begonia Festival
qiiroms tomorrow with
sand sculpture contests,
diaper derby and beach
volleyball beginning at 8:30
a.m. Sunday’s festivities
continue with the grand
finale, the Nautical
Parade, beginning at 2
p.m. near Soquel Creek.
Renaissance
Pleasure
Faire - Entertainment,
crafts, food and games
from the Elizabethan
period. From 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. Weekends and Labor
Day through Sept. 23. Take
Highway 101 to Novato.
Highway 37 to Blackpoint
exit.
California State Fair Carnival, livestock, stage
shows and horse racing
through Labor Day at Cal
Expo in Sacramento.
Puerto Rican Picnic Food, sports and dance will
be featured at the San Jose
Jewish Community Center
at Curtner Road on Sunday
from 9 a.m. to p cci Fir
tickets call 295-8384

3brillii Festnal - Con-

tinues today with the music
of Percy Graninger with
Kasper de Roo conducting,
at 2:30 p.m. Roo will
conduct
with
Dennis
Russell Davies at 7:30 p.m.
in an orchestra concert.
Both at Cabrillo College in
Aptos. Performances
through Sunday.
Vineyards Concert - Jazz
piano and violin concert by
George Shearing and
Stephane Grappelli at the
Paul Masson Mountaintop
winery in Saratoga.
Saturday, Sunday and
Monday at 3:30 p.m.
Keystone Palo Alto Tonight Maria Muldaur;
Sunday, Asleep At The
Wheel. 260 California
Avenue, Palo Alto.
Country Store - Tonight
Poker Face: Saturday, Boo
Doo Rhythm Devils. 157
West El Camino. Sunnyvale

galleries
Convergence/Divergence - Exhibition of works
produced by seven artists
employed in the SJSU Art
Department
CETA
Program. Today from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. in Galleries
II and III of the SJSU Art
Department, Ninth and San
Carlos streets. Showing
weekdays through Sept. 23.
San Jose Museum of Art Last weekend for the works
of painter Paul Tumid): and
Chinese artist (’hen WaiKwan. Opening Tuesday
through
Sept.
30.
photographs by local artist

Raymond Rodriguez. Open
10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday through Saturday.
Sunday noon to 4 p.m. 110
South Market Street.

I heater
Community Center -"All’s
Fair in Love and War," an
Elizabethan performance.
Tonight at 8. Sunnyvale
Performing Arts Center.
550 E. Remington Drive.
Sunnyvale. 733-6611.
The Community Players "You’re A Good Man,
Charlie Brown." Tonight
and Saturday at 8. Sunday
at 230 p.m. The Community Theater of Los
Gatos-Saratoga. 379-1213.
King Dodo Playhouse "Under the Yum-Y urn
Tree.’
Friday
and
Saturday at 8:30 p.m. 12378
Saratoga -Sunnyvale Road,
Saratoga. 266-6060.
Gaslighter Theater - The
Angel of Alviso Slough" or
"Dirty Deeds Are Dry
Diggins," Fridays and
Saturdays at 8:30 p.m.
Through November. 400 E.
Campbell Avenue. (’ampbell. 378-9721.

Office, 277-2777, noon to 4
p.m.
The play tells the story
of the eccentric Sycamore
famM living in New York
in the 1930s. The family has
ignored the outside world
since the turn of the century.
Every member of the
Sycamore family has a
hobby, ranging from ballet
dancing and printing in the
parlor to manufacturing
explosn es in the basement.

One of the first sights
to be seen on entering is the
located
convenienttly
check-cashing boothtwo
M.’s required of cours,...
At another booth, the
Renaisance folk offer,
-Film-for thy magic
boxes."
By the time you reach
the soft pretzel machine,
undoubtedly common in
16th century Europe) you
may be having serious
doubts about the intent of
the entire event.
You might further
wonder as you run across
the vcarious merchants
with wares that are pretty
obviously 20th century.

It becomes a mental
quiz, as you wonder. "Is it
possible they had these
things in those days?"
Pottery is about the
most commonly sold item,
since earthenware was a
part of that time period.
Pinwheels, glass-blown
pipes, and various other
knicknacks, though, leave
plenty of robin for doubt.
Some of the charm of
the envent, however,
comes across as you stroll
among the Elizabethan
characters.
Of the over 1500 such
running
characters
are
some
around,
remarkably adept
staying in character.

at

One such couple,
taking a stroll, is confronted by a gentleman
with two daggers, who
informs the man of the
couple, -You owe me three
goats."
Since the alleged
debtor has no weapon,
however, the argument
does not become a duelinstead, the hopeful crowd
will only see the ensuing

wink at ine,sir!" he cracks
to a man in the audience.
More traditional
Elizabethan entertainment
can be found in the outdoor
theatre. where bales of hay
furnish seating for the
audience.
The play does not have
an entire cast of seasoned
actors some are drafted
from the audience) but
part of the cast consists of
excellent jugglers and
acrobats, providing for
some active scenes.
Romance is one the
major components of this
era, evident in games like
-Drench-a-wench."
The gentleman who
plays may choose form a
variety of young maids,
and throw a wet sponge at
the of their choice.
The prize? Why, a kiss
from the young maiden, of
course.
The games, of course,
cost money. And most are
reminiscent of those at
your county fair in
Everycottnty, U.S.A., like
the perennial dunk tank.
most
like
Thus,
modern fairs, if you don’t

The real crowd pleasers:
the jugglers and jesters
domestic quarrel between
the couple.
The real crowdpleasers. however, are the
jugglers and jesters.
In one such act, a boy
of about 10 manages to
juggle two large knives and
an apple while standing on
a man’s shoulders.
The amazing part
that, while the knives fly
through the air, the boy
takes a bite of the apple
each time it comes around.
Another juggler has a
different tactic which he
calls "obscene jugglery."
This character puts the
juggling balls in suggestive
places and also does "limpwrist" juggling. "don’t

have a lot of money to lose
then, don’t take much.
There is, however, one
aspect which makes the
Faire worth going to-and
that’s some of the
dedicated Renaissance
characters, who are having
a good time at all the playacting.
One such character
was Toby Palavicino in
real life, Jon Berger, a
computer programmer in
San Francisco.
Although Palavicino
had just finished fighting a
duel, he explained that the
"Queen’s
peace,"
proclaimed for the Faire,
prohibited fighting in the
streets.

.49 /
aedil

Palavicino’s friend,
Thomas Bickerstath,
explained, "When the glove
is up, one must have
peace," adding, "You’ll not
be seeing us in the stocks."

life a gentleman and
defending the queen’s
honor to a Scotsman who
approached them, the two
managed to explain that
they attended "The College
of Renaissance Delights,"

The two were so absorbed in their roles, that it
was difficult to get them
out of character to find out
about their 20th century
lives.

for three weekends prior to
the Faire’s opening.
As to why busy computer programmers would
take time out to indulge in
such activity. Palavicino
said it was all "pure folly."
The pair said the
money involved was barely
enough to cover the cost
they incurred in coming.
As Palavicino put it,
"If twere for the money,
there would be fewer of us
about."

Explaining what he did
for a living. Bickerstath
said he was a master of the
hunt for Lord Darby.
Actually, his real name
is Art Pruyn, and he too, is
a computer programmer.
Between describing the

Art today: ’A personal statement’

Campus play to open
summer
S.IS l ’s
production of Kaufman and
!tart c.anedy . "You ( ’an’t
Take It With You." will be
presented at 8 p.m. Sept. 8,
7 and 8 in the University
Theater, Fifth and San
Fernando streets.
This is the first play of
regular subscription
son. Tickets are $3
:leral, and $1.50 for
,idents and senior
di/ens For more information. call the Box

by Jan Flanery-Taylor
Strolling minstels. 16th
century costumes and
viallagers squabbling in
Cockney accents-its all
there at the Renaissance
Pleasure Faire in Novato’s
Blackpoint Forest.
But you’ll have no
trouble remembering what
period you’re in, because
the prices and thinly
disguised commercialism
are stricltly 20th century.
Somehow, those Visa
and MasterCharge signs in
the rustic merchant’s
shops tend to break the
spell-and so does the $7.50 it
takes to get in the Faire.
In case you have that
extra cash, the Faire will
continue each weekend
through Spetember 23.
The plays, the minstrels and the gaily dressed
townsfolk all make for a lot
of fun-but it’s amazing
how fast the street Vendors
can lose theold English
accents when they try to
make a sale.
"Faire’s no good if you
don’t spend money," one
vendor bluntl
tolda
resisting
would-be
customer.
Before the Faire-goers
even get in the entrance,
there’s a vendor selling
maps, warning, "You’ll
never find the privies, or
the ale."
The "privies" are one
of the most authentic
aspects --there’s
no
plumbing and they’re
free.

The
Sy ca mores’
"grandpa" maintains that
-Life is pretty simple if you
just relax." Part of his
"relaxation" is keeping
snakes beside his armchair
and not paying his income
taxes for 24 years because
he -doesn’t believe in it."
The play. directed by
1)r. Christopher Ostergren,
is set in the family’s living
room amid antiques ohtamed expres
for the
pnochil

by Roger Myers
Seven artists have
been working for the past
year as artists and
hnicians in the SJSU Art
Department.
A show
Convergence/Divergence
will bring together works
by these seven individuals
in a display in the
University Art Galleries
today throuAh rriday.
Sept. 28.
"In the ’70s, the focus
of art has changed," said
Nancy liandhan Hellos,
gallery curator. "The focus
now is on individual artists.
People in the arts have
deveioped
personal
statements on things."
This is evident in the
presentations. which vary
greatly. From portraiture
documentary to glazed
porcelain masks, large
scale ...tail:tr
to

ninth, by Sydney Brad,

Wendy Howard Benham portrays a fainting Gay Wellington, actress friend of the Sycamores who are
also portrayed in You Can’t Take It With You," the first play of the season for the SJSU Theater Arts
Department

oriented
sequentially
monotypes, the artists
have produced seven
personal
and
unique
displays.
Hellos believes the
political aspects of the
show are as inportant as
the exposure for the artists.
"So many people who
are artists have to take on
other jobs to become artists, then eventually leave
the arts to support themselves. This is not just .1
little university show. It’s a
statement of the need for
public support for the
arts."
Currently, the artists
receive support from the
federally -funded CETA
program. However, CETA
is a temporary program
after which other means of
support for artists will
have to Iv found.
Cohen,
Kathleen
director of the art
department, believes increased public support can
only come with public
awareness of the arts in
San Jose.
Michael Crane, the
new gallery director, is
expected by Hellos to
promote greater campus
incommunity
and
volvement within the SJSU
Art Program.
n
o
C
vergence/Divergence will
I,
II
galleries
in
be shown
and III in the SJSU Art
Department at the corner
of Ninth and San Carlos
streets. Gallery hours are
Monday through Friday 11
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Artists and exhibitions
include.
Tad Bridenthal Louise,"
for
"Study
high
vacuum -formed
impact styrene, from a

The above is one of Michael Nareiso’s Portraiture’s on display as part of
CONVERGENCE/DIVERGENCE in Galleries I, II and ill of the Art Department.
Pictured is the photo "Robert Knight." Photo courtesy of Art Department.
series based upon the
Golden Section.
Craig Henry - A series
cf sequentially oriented
monotypes. "Achilles and
the Tortoise.’’
Boh Jones - Grammer
porjects, "I Tangle
Thoughts," and "Natural
Models," a slide projection
piece.

Robert Knight - A
series of small scale
plaster painted acrylic and
bronze sculptures.
Tonia Marneil -Glazed porcelian masks.
Tina Najarian - A
large scale
tapestry
scheduled for permanent
installation in the SJSU
Student Union.

Michael Nareiso -Photographs excerpted
from
his
portraiture
project documenting individuals involved in the
South Bay art community.
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New soccer team -- old problem
by Mark Marymee
With all the problems
he’s faced in the last year.
you might think SJSU
Julie
vach
socce:
Menendez would be to
busy pulling out what hair
he has left on his sunbronzed head to coach one
of the traditionally top
soccer teams on the West
Coast this season..

Not only did he lose 10
top players from last
year’s 19-3 squad, but a
cloud in the form of a
year’s probation from the
NCAA still
hovers
overhead.
The Spartans were
disqualified on the eve of
last year’s opening round
of the Far West Regional
Playoffs after NCAA of-

ficials discovered the name
of an ineligible player on
the team’s roster.
Jean-Claude Maethe,
originally from Zaire,
attended Humphrey
College in Stockton six
years earlier and had
played sparingly on the
school’s soccer team.
Humphrey, a private,
two-year business and

technical school, did not
have an athletic departinent at the time of
Maethe’s enrollment, but
was officially recognized
by the NCAA, which
declared him ineligible due
to a violation of the often
misunderstood five-year
rule.
The rule states that
every athlete has, upon
enrollment at any NCAA
school, five years to
compete before his athletic
eligibility runs out at a four
year school, said Jon
Crosby, SJSU’s interim
athletic director.
The current status of
the
soccer
team’s
probation still is somewhat
clouded. SJSU presented
new evidence to the
NCAA’s Executive Committee in mid-summer, in
an attempt to clarify the
"special circumstances"
involving
Maethe’s
enrollment.
The committee reopened the investigation
after turning down SJSU’s
first appeal last April and
is expected to announce its
decision by today, Crosby
said.
Despite the probable
probation, Menendez is
ready to play with what

AD search begins next week
The SJSU men’s
athletic department is
operating without a permanent
director
of
athletics this fall following
the June resignation of Bob
Murphy.
Until
a
replacement is hired, Jon
Crosby, associate director
of athletics since July 1977,
is filling the void.
Crosby, a 1975 Stanford
graduate, will keep the
position as interim director
until a national, affirmative action search is
completed. Although applications are not being
accepted yet, the 26-yearold Crosby said he is
definitely interested in the
job.
Because of his interim

status, Crosby said he is named. The search process
somewhat limited in the will begin in a week or so
scope of things he can when the Athletic Board
accomplish, but he intends meeets, according to
to "hold the ship steady," Academic Vice President
and also use the op- Hobert W. Burns.
portunity to prove his value
It will then take about a
as a candidate for the post.
week to put together a job
It will most likely be at description and mail out
least spring 1980 before the brochures, Burns said.
new athletic director is Then follows a month-long
waiting period to receive
applications, awl a
preliminary screening to
choose about eight canSeptember
With
(lidates to be interviewed.
just around the corner,
Crosby said that
football season can not
although his age will likely
be far behind. Look for
hinder his chances for the
an in-depth preview of
job, he sees the next four
SJSU football in Wedmonths as an opportunity
nesday’s Daily.
to demonstrate his ability.
Should he not be

Football . . .
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chosen, Crosby said he
would still like to remain at
SJSU in his former position
of associate director of
athletics.
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"The building is very attractive," Crosby said, "and
it has a brand new floor and theater-type seals."
New coach Bill Berry is "very excited" about the
expected move. Berry was previously assistant coach at
Michigan State, last year’s NCAA champions.
The auditorium’s capacity is 2,800, compared to 4,500
at the high school. But, according to Berry, even though
the auditorium is small, his team would have "a real
home-court edge there because the fans are so close to the
action."
Berry also said the move could help the team gain
more community and student support, noting that the
auditorium is within walking distance from campus.
Both Berry and Crosby believe the team would be able
to improve recruiting by making the move.
"I’m out taking anything away from Independence
High Schoa." Crosby said, "because it’s an outstanding
place to play, but just the idea that it’s a high school may
have turned away possible recruits."
As for the players, Berry said they’re happy about the
move. One player however, forward Mickey Jackson, said
he has never even seen the place.
"But as long as it has a basket, a backboard and a
floor, I guess it’s all-right," Jackson said.
The season will begin Nov. 30 and Crosby is "pretty
certain" that eight of the team’s 11 home games will be
played at Civic Auditorium. Because of scheduling conflicts, the other three would have to be played at an
alternate site, which would probably be Independence
High School.
Crosby said that SJSU has had a "good arrangement"
the last three years with the East Side Union High School
District, of which Independence is a part.
In exchange for being allowed free use of the Independence gymnasium for basketball, SJSU has allowed
the high school district to use Spartan Stadium. Crosby
said their two negotiate "trade-offs" on a year-to-year
basis.
SJSU is currently talking to Independence about use
of its aquatic facilities .U1 this y edit ’s w71111.11.11; and
water polo teams. The high school recently built an
olympic-size pool.
Although Independence would like to keep SJSU
basketball, Crosby does not think the move to Civic
Auditorium would affect negotiations for the use of Independence’s water facilities.
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The basketball team played its home games the past
three years at Independence High School, about three
miles from SJSU. Prior to that, it had played some games
at the auditorium, but that was before the remodeling.
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Some details of the agreement are still being
discussed, according to interim Athletic Director Jon
Crosby, but "I’m confident we’ll sign a contract within the
next couple of weeks." Crosby would not disclose any
terms at this time.
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by Jeff Rhodie
Remodeled Civic Auditorium, located about a halfmile west of SJSU, on San Carlos Street, will most likely
become the new home of the men’s basketball team this
season.
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School in Newark last year,
could see a good deal of
playing time this year.
according to Menendez.
Not to be forgotten is
the defensive unit, which
last year held SJSU opponents to 21 goals in 22
games. Returning from
that unit are junior Rick
Azofeifa and senior Steve
Aylard. .
Also ’expected to keep
opponent’s scoring drives
out of SJSU’s end of the
field are Mark Romlin, a
transfer student from West
Valley College, and
Michael Hurst, a freshman
from West Germany, who,
according to Menendez,
almost
"play
can
anywhere."
The last line of defense
the Spartans can count on
is goalie Walt Wallace, who
last year backed up Paul
Coffee, currently with the
Chicago Sting of the North
American Soccer League.
Wallace held SJSU
opponents to 0.66 goals per
contest in the four-and-ahalf games he appeared in
last year. He was also
credited with one of the
nine shutouts the Spartans
recorded in 1978.
"Wallace has a
tremendous amount of
desire," Menendez said.
"He’s a good goalie in oneon-one situations and he
also takes chances."
Backing up Wallace in
the nets this year is Britt
Irvine, a junior from
Sunnyvale.
Looking at the 1979
schedule, Menendez sees it
as another tough challenge
for the Spartans, who face
arch -enemy
perennial
University of San Francisco, at Spartan Stadium
Saturday, Oct. 20. The
Spartans, who lost to USF
5-2 last year, have not
beaten the Dons since a 1-0
win in 1976.
Other teams to look for
on the home schedule include: San Francisco State
University 1Sept 18), which
Menendez said is a top
Division Two team; the
University of Washington
t Sept. 29), an entry in last
year’s regional playoffs;
and Stanford (Oct. l3i.

or II(
iifinor
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talent he has in 1979.
"We’re in a rebuilding
situation this year," said
Menendez, who opens his
26th year at the SJSU helm
Sunday at 2 p.m.against
Fullerton State.
"We lost 10 good
players from last year,"
Menendez said, "but I
think we have a good
nucleus with nine returnees, plus some promising
new players."
Among the returnees,
two who are expected to
lead
the
Spartans
throughout the 1979 campaign are midfielders John
Bradley and Joe Silveira.
Bradley is coming off a
season in which he was
credited with four goals
and 14 assists, fourth for
the Spartans in 1978.
Silveira was not far
behind last year as he
scored four goals and setup eight others for a total of
16 points. Silveira is expected to carry on the
aggressive style the earned
him 46 fouls in 1978, the
leader in that department
among returnees.
Menendez also expects
fans to see a lot of secondyear men Simon Chafer
and Javier Margarito, a
transfer student form
Hartnell College, at the
other mid-field slots.
. On the front line,
los ward Giulio Bernardi is
expected to inject a great
deal of firepower into the
Spartan’s offense following
last year’s performance,
when he tallied six goals
and six assists in 22 games
as a freshman.
Bernardi will be hard
pressed to follow in the
footsteps of all time SJSU
goal scorer Ismael "Easy"
Perez, who scored 75 goals
the last four years to break
the scoring record of
former Spartan great Mani
Hernandez.
Menendez is also
counting on senior Steve
Burke, sophomore Hector
Pizarro and Tony Labs, a
senior from San Jose, to
contribute to the Spartans
scoring punch.
Joe Pimentel, who set
several scoring records as
a senior at Memorial High
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Safety in numbers
by Patty Selbach
At SJSU the number 181 means
safety. When dialed on any campus
phone, 181 brings immediate contact
with the emergency’ dispatcher at
University Police headquarters.
Students are encouraged to dial
181 not only for emergencies, but
also whenever they see anything

suspicious.
"Do not be afraid to call for any
reason," said IA. Larry James,
spokesman for the University
Police. James believes most campus
crime can be prevented through
increased involvement by students
and faculty.
With an optimistic note for the

Jacklin faces hearing
on students’ charges
-continued from page 1
He reiterated his stance of inlocence claiming "nothing would
nave been wrong" had it been
outside the student -faculty
relationship.
"It’s my message to the world
that I’m not a monster." Jacklin
said. "I’m not going to hide off as
one."
Jacklin placed the blame for his
reassignment on the women,
charging their attacks are "in part"
politically motivated.
"They think it is a poIttical
cause - that women in general have
to put their foot down." he said. "I
think they’ve got the wrong guy."
Expressing a sense of victimization by the public’ attention.
Jacklin said he was being asked "to
pay for the sins of all men."
Eastman said he didn’t perceive
the Jacklin controversy as coloring
the entire department. but had no
comment on why Jacklin’s teaching
status was altered.
In cases of disciplinary action
procedures in the California State
University and Colleges system, the
person charged may waive a
hearing and accept a sanction
recommended by the administrative
officer to the president.
Fullerton gave approval for
Sasseen to request Jacklin’s
resignation in June.
The disciplinary action committee of three members and an
alternate are selected by lot from a
panel of 40 faculty members, consisting of at least 25 percent full-time
equivalent faculty.
The person charged has the

option of determining if the hearings
are open to the public, according to
CSUC’ guidelines.
recomAfter
hearings,
mendations of the committee to
Fullerton may include: dismissal
with denial of access to the campus
and all facilities for a period not to
exceed one year, dismissal,
demotion, suspension and denial of
access to the campus for that period
of time.
Other recommendations may
include suspension. a written
rPprimand or an oral reprimand.
According to Bruce Richardson,
an attorney for CSUC, the California
Education Code has provisions
protecting students in similar cases.
"Section 89535 of the .:ode
or
provides that permanen
probationary employees cat: be
dismissed, demoted or susperded
,n
for immoral conduct. which
involve sexual harassment.’
Richardson said.
"The pupil-teacher relationship
is very special, and any faculty
member who would interject sexual
relations is showing unprofessi
conduct. and this is another reason
for dismissal." the attorney added.
Jacklin, a professor at SJSU
since 1963. earned his PhD. from
Yale University in 1968 and has also
taught at the University of Connecticut.
Jacklin is the chairman of the
Committee for open Media which
challenged the license renewal of
KPIX in 1971. claiming the station
did not provide enough access for
neighborhood and communR
groups.

fall semester, James said the rapt’
problems of the past seem to be,
over.
"We do not have a problem right
now with sexual assault," James
said.
For fall, the University Police
will concentrate on crime prevention and increased communication
throughout the campus. The 181
number will be given wide exposure,
along with other services like the
"Blue Line" phone system and the
night escort service.
The "Blue Line" phones are
located in parking garages and
around campus. They are a direct
line to the University Police
dispatcher.
Escorts to and from night
classes or appointments are
available from 6 toll p.m. Monday
through Friday. On weekends the
service is available until midnight.
An escort can be arranged by calling
277-3513,
The goal of the University
Police, according to James, is to
educate the students and faculty in
ways to prevent crime. Books and
purses left unattended, for example.
are open invitations to campus
thieves.
Throughout the semester, the
University Police plan to distribute
literature and offer lectures on
reducing crime.

Choir calls
for voices
The SJSU Chorus is in need of
members for the upcoming
season.
Members need not be music
majors.
The 100-member choir is a
professional group according to
its director Dr. Charlene Archibeque and will perform with
the San Jose Symphony as well as
the SJSU orchestra.
Interested singers can
contact Archibeque to arrange
for an audition time by contacting the Music Department or
call 277-2905.
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New garage among goals

Fullerton speaks to faculty
continued from page 1
with helping students and letting
them know their teachers care about
them.
Fullerton said she is confused
about enrollment this semester
because more students applied to
SJSU. but fewer sent in their
transcripts. The problem may stein
from Proposition 13 budget cuts in
community colleges, meaning
delays in sending the transcripts,
she said.
A new parking garage may be
built, according to Fullerton.
She said she will go before the
Board of Trustees Sept. 18 and 19
requesting funding for a 1,200-space.
four-story structure at Fourth and
San Carlos Streets.
If funding is approved, construction will begin in the summer of
1980, Fullerton said.
Meanwhile there will continue to
be a parking problem, she said. The
construction of the solar library and
the new corporation )..rd have
resulted in the loss of approximately
150 parking spaces.
Most of the spaces will be
replaced soon because some temporary buildings on Ninth Street,
such as the Mexican American
Graduate Studies Building, are
being torn down, Fullerton said,
The new corporation yard will
be completed by October. Fullerton

said. Although the solar library is a
little behind schedule now, she
expressed confidence that it would
be completed by fall 1981.
"Until then, students and
faculty will have to put up with some
inconveniences," Fullerton said.
There will be some difficulty in
getting from one place on campus to
another from having to bypass the
fenced-in construction area.
"We’re all in favor of progress
pro7iding we can have it without
change," she said. But "inevitably

continued from page 1
saying "she can’t be bothered with
anybody."
Figone, also a long-time opponent of the proposed stadium
expansion, said his driveway was
blocked several times by the concert -goers and that he was
awakened early in the morning by
people waiting in line by his house.
Figone also complained to city
police about concert-goers who
camped out around the stadium the
night before the concert. He was told
that "it was not a priority call."
"We’re the ones who have to put
up with this mess," Figone said,
referring to stadium-area residents.
"We’re the ones who are exploited
and
used.
The Constitution
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someone’s space will be impinged
on."
She said she is working on plans
for the renovation of the Old Science
Building, which she hopes will house
the School of Social Sciences.
SJSU will follow a presidential
mandate by setting thermostats no
higher than 78 degrees in the
summer and 65 in the winter.
Fullerton said. As a symbolic
gesture, the first thermostats to be
set within those guidelines will be
those in Tower Hall. she added.
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guarantees us the right of peace,
quiet and dignity."
Figone said he suggested that
promoters be required to put up a
large deposit before booking a
concert at the stadium, and that the
costs of cleaning up the neighborhood after a concert be deducted
from that deposit. Figone also said
his complaints were mostly with the
soccer and rock concert crowds. He
said he had "no trouble" with
football crowds at the stadium.
Carter, on the other hand, hopes
to press for action which will have
the stadium torn down and rebuilt on
another site where proper parking
facilities could be provided with
room for expansion.
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